Carry-on practical Information for ICE 2017

Venue

Conference venue: Axelborg
Address: Vesterbroegade 4A, 1620 København V, Denmark
Contact number to the organizers at DTU: (+45) 93 51 17 68 (Lene Christensen)

The Axelborg building. Entrance through the door in the middle

How to get to the conference venue:

The conference venue is at walking distance from the main railway station (København H on map below), which is a 14 min train ride from Copenhagen International Airport.
If you have booked a room at one of the hotels we posted on the ICE homepage, you can walk to the Conference venue. At the map below, the red dot is conference venue.

Airport transport

From the airport to central Copenhagen there are several options:

Taxi all the way.
Taxis leave from outside the arrival terminal (Terminal 2). A trip to central Copenhagen takes 20 - 30 minutes depending on traffic and cost from DKK 250 - 300 (33 - 41 €). Payment is possible with international creditcards or cash in DKK.

Public transport to Copenhagen Central Station
Regional train leaves from the airport (CPH) train station track 2 to Copenhagen central station (København H), frequency every 10 minutes during the day, 20 min after working hours. Tickets have to be bought before entering the train. There is a ticket office on the ground level of the airport before going down to the tracks or ticket vending machines in the same location. To get to the city center you need 3 "zones" which cost DKK 36. The trip to the main station takes 15 min. The venue Axelborg is in walking distance to the main train station (approx. 300 meters). Precise timetables can be found on rejeplanen.dk.
Accompanying persons

If Accompanying persons would like to meet and arrange something together they can find the **ICE2017 – fun** page on Facebook and get in touch there.

Hotels

The hotels have the following numbers on the map:

1. **City Hotel Nebo**, Istedgade 6, DK-1650 København,
2. **Urban House**, Colbjørnsensgade 11, DK-1652 København V,
3. **Wake Up Copenhagen**, Carsten Niebuhrs Gade 11, DK-1577 København V,
4. **Hotel Løven**, Vesterbrogade 30, 1, DK-1620 København
5. **Copenhagen Crown**, Vesterbrogade 41, DK-1620 København V,
6. **Richmond Hotel**, Vester Farimagsgade 33, DK-1606 København V,
7. **Grand Hotel**, Vesterbrogade 9, 1620 København V,
8. **Hotel Scandic Copenhagen**, Vester Søgade 6, DK-1601 København V,
9. **The Square**, Rådhuspladsen 14, DK-1550 København V,
10. **The Ascot Hotel**, Studiestraede 61, DK -1554 Copenhagen V,
11. **Radisson Blu Royal Hotel**, Hammerichsgade 1, DKK-1611 København V,